THIRD PARTY REPORTING
FOR SURVIVORS OF
SEXUAL ASSAULT
If you have been sexually assaulted in British
Columbia, you may be able to report the crime
through a third party so that you can remain
anonymous to the police.
Third Party Reporting is when someone else
provides information about the assault to the
police on your behalf. It allows survivors who
do not want to report the crime directly to
ensure police receive a report about the crime
without knowing your name.
In BC, victims of sexual assaults may make a
report to police through a Community Based
Victim Services program.

Sexual assault is one of the most underreported crimes. As such, when violent
sexual predators are operating in or across
certain areas, police often have little or no
information to aid them in protecting
citizens.
Third Party Reporting seeks to increase leads
on sexual predators and repeat offenders,
while empowering survivors of sexual
violence with an additional reporting option.

CONTACT US
#601-235 First Avenue
Kamloops, BC V2C 3J4
Email: ksacc@ksacc.ca
www.ksacc.ca
250-372-0179
Anti-Violence Crisis Line
1-888-974-7278

STAY IN TOUCH
/kamloopsassaultcentre
@kamloops.sexual.assault.centre

KSACC gratefully acknowledges that our work takes place
on the traditional, unceded territory of the
Tk'emlúps te Secwépemc people.

THIRD PARTY
REPORTING
THE ANONYMOUS REPORTING
OPTION FOR SURVIVORS OF
SEXUAL ASSAULT

WHAT IS THIRD PARTY
REPORTING?
Third Party Reporting provides a means by

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER I
MAKE A THIRD PARTY
REPORT?

COMMUNITY BASED VICTIM
SERVICES
In order to make a Third Party Report, you will be

which an adult survivor of a sexual
offence/assault may report an incident to police

CBVS will keep your name confidential and

connected to Community Based Victim Services.

while remaining anonymous. This reporting

provide the police with the information you have

CBVS offers a wide array of services and supports.

option is provided as a last resort for survivors

given about what happened.

who would not otherwise provide information

Once police receive the Third Party Report, they

about the assault to the police.

will assign a police file number and enter the
information you have provided into their internal

CBVS offer practical and emotional support,
information, referrals, safety planning, court support
and assistance with the criminal justice system,
coping skills, and practices of self-care. CBVS offers

**Third Party Reporting is generally only

database. They will provide the police file

an empowering, supportive, and safe space to talk

available for survivors who are 19 years old or

number to CBVS to pass on to you. They may

about your experiences of violence and sexual

older. Please call or visit us for more information

also ask CBVS to re-connect with you to ask if

assault.

about reporting options for survivors under the

you will provide further information, or request

age of 19.

contact with you. CBVS will be your "bridge" to
police throughout the process.

**Contact with police remains your decision
unless very serious circumstances warrant
intervention. Such circumstances would include
where there is a risk of significant harm to the
health or safety of the public, an individual, or
where a child is in need of protection.

HOW DO I MAKE A THIRD
PARTY REPORT?
If you, or someone you know, would like to make
a Third Party Report, call us. We will connect
you with our Community Based Victim Services
(CBVS) program. The CBVS worker will explain
the Third Party Reporting option, in addition to
exploring any other practical and emotional
supports you may need.

For more support:
CBVS Worker 250-372-0179
Anti-Violence Crisis Line
1-888-974-7278
Y Women's Shelter
250-374-6162
Royal Inland Hospital
250-372-5111

WHY THIRD PARTY
REPORTING?
Third Party Reporting is an invaluable tool which
provides survivors with the opportunity to give
information to authorities without the undue stress of
worrying about being disbelieved, judged, arrested,
or deported.
If you are reluctant to make a full report, but you
want to share information about what happened with
authorities, Third Party Reporting allows you to do so
in a positive, empowering, and controlled way, so

RCMP/Police 911

that your experience of reporting the crime is
supported and honoured.

Victim Link
1-800-563-0808

